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Dear Friends ,
I want to start by wishing all a happy stay in Italy , with health , and peace, and that the return
to their homes to be full of joy and energy to carry out all the projects that we are involved .
On " Prospects for the empowerment of women in the XXI century " , in Brazil , we have
numerous examples of successful women , powerful . A woman is standing out on the national
scene , reflecting their competence , faith and persistence on your goal . It is not easy to ascend
to power , especially where tradition and culture is sexist. Yet the Brazilian woman following
the good examples and achieving your goals .
But today I want to show another face of woman power Amazon .
A simple woman , almost uneducated who lives in the hinterland or in the rivers of the Amazon
beiradões : She is a housewife , farmer , midwife , pharmaceutical home remedy herbal peel
and stick , natural biodiversity . And when all else fails , she prays , " healer " as they say in
place ... to heal there ailments peculiar ...
An example is Sueli , mother of 8 children , makes harvesting tucumã , opens blocks scuffed
cassava , starts when the harvest period , strips , grinds , and makes the flour to support the
family , and also to sell after all , there to have money for other needs . Early in the morning ,
open a coffee base tapioca production, saduiche tucuma and passion fruit bush . At eleven
accompanying their children to school , going to take and fetch because despite his limited
education knows that children should study for progress and aspire to a better future . In the
name of this brave woman warrior and powerful want to greet with a round of applause , all
the Marys , Plain and Goretes that by its provisions raise the name of the woman .
By virtue of the activities of the Commission of Permanent Works , we work towards social
inclusion hand in hand with the preservation of the environment . This subject arouses
worldwide attention , which relies on the assistance of the media to publicize the concern with
recent scientific studies on the investigation of life on the planet . The use of natural resources ,
sustainable development , economic growth and social upheavals or without causing ecological
imbalance , motivated Brazil and other countries to meet the population in various events of
which actively participated in 2012 :

3rd . Sustainability World Forum , Meeting of Sustainable Development of the Brazilian Amazon
, Beyond Sustainability , Rio + 20 , International Conference on Environment Magistrates with
the firm intention to find ways to live in harmony with nature .

In surveys and field had the opportunity to do various activities with children inside of
Amazonas , in the effective citizenship practices and preservation , and social inclusion , in
order to encourage them to study , go to school anymore .
The Race Back to the Classroom Curupira was organized for this purpose , for children and
young Curupira Lake , in the center of the forest , on the banks of Jandira Rio Solimões , and
Andirá - Amazon River .
How is this done :
We request the cooperation of some company who donated books , notebooks , magazines ,
pencils , rubber last school supplies , snacks and toys at the end of the event were given to
children and young participants .
The research turned Book: Global Warming and its influence in the Amazon . We donate 50
copies , which were sold at $ 20 each , and all income was donated to the Institute Maison
Mariama Ba , school dedicated to the education of girls orphaned or needy , as we had the
opportunity to visit her in Goree Island , Senegal .
The Book Launch in Manaus , see video.
As a member of the Commission , Jessica Romão , driven by an interest in instructing children
inside , searched the literature on Brazilian legends , and wrote the book , Jessica and Caramuri
where legends are narrated several Amazonian folklore . The book is in English and
Portuguese . It has been released in the U.S. , and in several states in Brazil .

Speaking of Women in power , was elected the President of AFFEAM , my entity class. I am the
1st . woman to hold that office in 44 years this important Association .
I want to take this opportunity to invite all partners to the festivities of the possession of the
Board of AFFEAM , on December 20th , at 10 am in the Auditorium of SEFAZ - Amazonas - Brazil
, and if possible , establish a partnership with me to perform direct events and projects of
common interest of our entities .
This personal victory of a companion of FIFCJ only elevates and magnifies our institution and is
inserted in the philosophy of " The outlook for the empowerment of women in the XXI
century , " living up to the lessons learned in ournational and international Congresses , as
highlighted our illustrious companion , Minister Eliana Calmon , in his recent stay in Manaus .
Let's see the video .

Grateful for the attention :
Jeroniza Albuquerque

